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Automatic Mask Machine (one for two)

The following is about China Waimaoniu
Import and Export® Automatic Mask Machine
(one for two) related, I hope to help you better
understand Automatic Mask Machine (one for
two).

Product Introduction

Buy Waimaoniu Import and Export® Automatic mask machine (one for two)which Can be
Customized From Our Factory in China

During the past few years, our business absorbed and digested state-of-the-art technologies the
two at home and abroad. Meanwhile, our firm staffs a group of experts devoted to your
development of Bottom price China Automatic Mask Machine, Adhering to your small business
principle of mutual positive aspects, we have now won superior popularity among our customers
because of our best solutions, excellent products and competitive selling prices. We warmly
welcome clients from your home and overseas to cooperate with us for common achievement.
Bottom price China Face Mask Machine, Face Mask Making Machine, Our company will
continue to serve customers with best quality, competitive price and timely delivery & the best
payment term! We sincerely welcome friends from all over the world to visit& cooperate with us
and enlarge our business. If you are interested in our merchandise, remember to do not hesitate
to contact us, we'll be happy to offer you with further information!

Fully automated production process, two output lines, high output

Waimaoniu Import and Export® Automatic mask machine (one for two) product introduction

Fully automatic mask machine (one for two), using servo and constant temperature control system
to control the material from entering → forming → welding → punching through PL program
control. The entire production process is fully automated. Product features of the mask machine
The mask machine is a process of manufacturing a variety of masks with constant filtration
performance through processes such as hot-pressed folding molding, ultrasonic welding, scrap
removal, and welding of earband nose bridge strips. Its production rate of masks is 110 pieces /
min and above, and the pass rate is over 98%, which can more than double the production
efficiency of similar products.
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Fully automatic mask machine (one for two) -Product advantage

1. The servo and constant temperature control system adopted is controlled by PLC program to
make the material from entering → forming → welding → punching in one time, and the entire
production process is fully automated

2. Intelligent control platform, easy to learn and operate, only one person can operate;

3, high production stability, two output lines at the same time to significantly increase production;

4. The production speed of masks is 110 pieces / min and above, and the qualified rate is above
98%.
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Full automatic mask machine (one for two) -Product parameters

Power 19KW
Efficiency: 110 pcs / min
Machine size 7000 * 2700 * 2000mm
Power 220V


